dare to be different

The evan is here!
The efficient, variable vehicle
of the next generation.

Freedom, fun, life.
We’ve put all this into
one car.

The world has never seen a car like the evan before.
It wasn’t designed for long-distance, nor for shopping
trips, or as an office on wheels.
It is not a luxurious cruiser or a spartan house
on wheels for short trips.
It is not a coach or a mobile home.
It is the best of all possible worlds.

And still, not every evan is the same:
with three equipment ranges and three different
layouts you have complete freedom of choice.
Performance, Sport and Active are the names
of the three lifestyle editions.

Fun car, room wonder,
office on wheels and
family saloon in one car –
is that possible? – Yes, it is!

The evan in town.

Get-to-work car.
Getaway car.
The evan can do
everything.
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Suddenly routine gives
way to one spontaneous
idea after another
If the journey to work is used as a home office – or
there’s an unplanned trip to the DIY store after work,
then it’s guaranteed to be an evan. When it comes to
day-to-day things, it is a real escape artist.
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At the same time, the evan can also just be a car.
It takes “parking space” literally: it offers an unbeatable
wealth of storage and transportation ideas.
And it does not take up more floor space than
a luxury class car.*
1. High-quality Pilote seats with leather “Impulse”
2. The bathroom converts to a cupboard
– a luggage compartment in a class of its own
3. In every corner a clever idea:
foldable trolley for travel accessories
4. Panorama cab –
with a hidden pull-down bed at the top

6. Smarter than the manager’s meeting
room – and more versatile
7. Lashing rails turn the evan into a transporter
if necessary
8. An inviting car: rear door for easy loading
9. Side entry door and front passenger door
for easy access and loading

5. Fits in any parking space and any narrow street
* Side entry door and front passenger door for
easy access and loading

The evan on the road

This car is the o
pposite of
“how far to go?
” and
“are we nearly t
here?”.
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The evan inherits a
tradition of travel
comfort going back
to 1931.
It is no surprise that a car coming from the inventors
of the caravan will be an unbeatable travelling
companion. In other words, your journey will be as
comfortable as you would expect from Dethleffs.
Or even more so.
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If you don’t need a huge kitchen or an extensive
seating area, but insist on maximum freedom of
movement, then the evan is just right for you – great
fun on the road, and a great feeling of space.

1. Kitchen unit with practical 2-hob-cooker
and integrated sink
2. Tired? The pull-down bed is ready in seconds
3. Multi-function wall-space: with built-in fridge,
wardrobe and drawers
4. Shower, toilet or practical storage space –
it’s all possible here

5. This is what a holiday ought to look like, perfect
economy of space and standard rear door (max.
headroom 310 cm, with optional elevating roof)
6. Storage compartment in the floor
7. Easily accessible exterior compartment –
plenty of room for boards, skis etc.
Convenient: central locking for all doors with
radio remote control (not illustrated)

evan Performance
The ultimate evan
Perfectly formed, with all features possible.
This evan leaves nothing to be desired.
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1. XL rear door and characteristic high rear light
moulding
2. Overhead locker doors in Performance styling
3. Dethleffs alloy wheels 17" anthracite silver,
polished
4. The right lighting for every mood:
indirect lighting with adjustable play of colours.
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5 . Integrated roof awning (optional)
6. High quality Impulse leather seats
7. Fiat Ducato 2.3 l with 148 BHP, Carry package
(storage compartment in floor, storage trolley,
racks in sanitary room, fixing system for
transportation of goods, furniture protector),
flyscreen door for entrance door, on-board
control panel in yacht design.

evan Sport
Real freedom of choice
The sports edition is available in several colours:
Laguna-Blue, Cocao-Grey, Titansilver metallic,
or in white (standard).
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1. The evan Sport in four colours (White is standard)
2. Overhead locker doors in “Welsh White” finish
with contrasting decoration in Kevlar optic
3. Dethleffs alloy wheels 15" or 16" (depending on
chassis) anthracite silver, polished
4. Ergonomically formed bench seat with “Imola”
fabric, extra large panorama window (layout with
double bench seat)
5. Fiat Ducato 2.3 with 130 BHP, extra large rear door
and prominent, high-level rear moulding, flyscreen
door for the entrance door, on-board control
panel in yacht design.
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evan Active
First-rate driving can be so easy
Make no compromises when it comes to enjoying
the ride – only in the price!
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1. Ergonomically formed bench seat with “Imola”
fabric, extra large panorama window (layout with
double bench seat) and standard, extra large rear
door.
2. Perfectly equipped for everyday life, travelling and
camping: doors have practical bottle-holders etc.
3. Driver’s step
4. evan Cockpit (Radio Moniceiver (option), leather
steering wheel and gear knob available in conj.
with Performance equipment line)
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The short evan I 520 B is arrived!
More compact, more agile, more car
The I 520 B is now shorter for 40 cm but, more suitable for everyday use.

The layouts
Two sizes and three layouts – more reasons for your evan

I 520 B – for the city, country and city again.
The compact one with 5.20 m and with a bar lounge
can carry 4 persons and is the most agile among
the travelling companions of the evan group.

I 560 D – evan for everybody.
Just 5.60 m long and equipped with a dinette which
enables the travelling with 6 passengers.

I 560 B – the best of all.
4 passengers can enjoy the travelling in the evan
with 5.60 m of length and a bar lounge – the space
we’ve saved on seats was used in favour of storage
compartments.

evan
Custom features
Live life to the full with the evan.
No end of features full of smart ideas.
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1. SkyRoof for light, fresh air and a great feeling of space
2. The right lighting for every mood: indirect lighting
with adjustable play of colours.*
3. Who does not want to transport his bicycle in the evan
can get a cycle rack
4. Pilote seats with high quality leather upholstery*
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5. Elevating roof – an additional generous double bed
6. Practical rear doors for loading and unloading
7. Washroom or storage room: the clever bathroom is both*
8. First class workmanship down to the last detail
9. Side door for passenger
10. Storage trolley for travel accessories:
folds up when not in use*

* standard for performance

Autarcic:
Solar panel, SmartEnergy
fridge and 2nd leisure
battery
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dare to be different

Subject to technical changes and errors
Please note that the illustrations in this brochure sometimes
depict decoration, alternative designs or special features
which are not delivered as standard. Please refer to the
separate price list for specifications, features and prices.
Due to typographical reasons the colours in this brochure
may vary from the original!
Consult your nearest evan dealer or visit our new show room
in Isny im Allgäu.
For an appointment, please call 0049 (0)75625 987-0
www.dethleffs.co.uk

